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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF THE PRIVATE MARKET MAKER’S ACTIVITIES

These Terms and Conditions of the Private Market Maker’s Activities (hereinafter referred to as the
“Terms and Conditions”) establish the status of an Investbox User who has purchased the Private
Market Maker IB package and the procedure for conducting the relevant activities.

The Private Market Maker IB package is a product of Bit  Trade Markets Limited (registration
number 2499449) registered at the address: 19H Maxgrand Plaza, No.3 Tai Yau Street, San Po
Kong, Kowloon, Hong Kong (hereinafter referred to as the “Company”).

These  Terms  and Conditions  are  a  legally  binding  agreement  between  you  and the  Company.
Please read these Terms and Conditions carefully before accepting them.
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1. TERMS AND DEFINITIONS

1.1. The terms used in these Terms and Conditions are interpreted in accordance with the 
definitions below:

1.1.1. Bitbon is a digital asset that is a key component of the Bitbon System, and grants the
right to access the Bitbon System infrastructure.

1.1.2. Buy Order is the Customer’s instruction to purchase a specified number of Bitbon
units. 

1.1.3. Sell Order is the Customer’s instruction to sell a specified number of Bitbon units.
1.1.4. Bitbon Purchase is the process of buying a certain number of  Bitbon units by the

Customer  through  the  functionality  of  the  Bit  Trade  service,  which  is  a  key
component of the  Bitbon System  providing the right to access the  Bitbon System
infrastructure with the possibility of further using and disposing of such a number of
Bitbon units.

1.1.5. Deal is an agreement on alienation of rights to a certain number of Bitbon units by
one party and to a certain amount of funds by another party concluded between the
Company’s Customers. 

1.1.6. Private Market Maker’s Remuneration Account is an account of a Private Market
Maker, which temporarily stores only the money received as remuneration for his/her
activity as a Private Market Maker. 

1.1.7. Trading Period is a time period of 14 days.
1.1.8. Trading  Cycle  is  a  time  period  from  the  first  purchase  of  Bitbon  units  to  the

complete sale of all purchased Bitbon units during a specific Trading Cycle.

1.2. To correctly interpret other terms used herein, you should refer to the Terms of Use of Bit 
Trade Products and Services and the Investbox Service Terms and Conditions.

2. GENERAL CONDITIONS

2.1. The Investbox User receives the status of a Private Market Maker by activating a Private
Market Maker license as a result of purchasing the Private Market Maker IB package.

2.2. The Private Market Maker license may be revoked or suspended by the Company if the
Investbox User who has status of a Private Market Maker violates these Terms and Conditions, as a
result of which this User cannot perform the activities as a Private Market Maker.

2.3. Once the Investbox User activates the Private Market Maker license, he/she gets access to
the  intuitive  and functional  interface of  the  Private  Market  Maker’s  dashboard as  well  as  to  a
specialized trading system, which ensures simplicity and efficiency of the Private Market Maker’s
activities.

2.4. Once the Investbox User activates the Private Market Maker license,  he/she can receive
remuneration for Deals made as part of the Private Market Maker’s activities.

2.5. The  Private  Market  Maker  performs  his/her  activities  using  special  functionality  and
interface solutions of Bit Trade in order to ensure guaranteed demand and supply of bitbons.
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2.6. When  conducting  activities,  the  Private  Market  Maker  must  follow  these  Terms  and
Conditions as well as the  Terms of Use of Bit Trade Products and Services and  Buy and Sell
Conditions.

3. TRADING CONDITIONS

3.1. The Private Market Maker concludes Deals during Trading Cycles.

3.2. There are two types of Trading Cycles in the Investbox service:

 Single-level Trading Cycle;
 Multilevel Trading Cycle.

3.3. During one Trading Cycle, the Private Market Maker can simultaneously place no more than
20 Buy Orders.

3.4. The  Private  Market  Maker  cannot  independently  place  and/or  modify  Sell  Orders.  Sell
Orders are placed and deleted automatically.

3.5. The validity period of Buy and Sell Orders is 1,000 days.

3.6. Upon  expiration  of  the  validity  period  of  the  Buy  Order,  this  Order  is  automatically
canceled.

3.7. Upon expiration  of  the  validity  period  of  the  Sell  Order,  the  Trading  Cycle  is  forcibly
completed.

3.8. The fee for executing a Buy Order for a Private Market Maker is 0%.

3.9. The fee for executing a Sell Order is charged in USD.

3.10. The fee for executing a Sell Order for a Private Market Maker is 0.15% of the sale amount
but not less than 0.01 USD.

3.11. The minimum volume of a Buy Order is 0.1 Bitbon units.

3.12. The minimum change in the Buy Order volume is 0.1 Bitbon units.

3.13. As a result of partial or full execution of a Sell Order, the remuneration in USD is credited to
the Private Market Maker’s Remuneration Account, and the fee charged for a Sell Order is returned.

3.14. The size of the Private Market  Maker’s remuneration depends on a  type of the Trading
Cycle as well as on the amount of money involved in Bitbon Purchase Deals during one Trading
Cycle.

3.15. Upon full execution of Sell Orders, all Buy Orders placed during one Trading Cycle are
automatically canceled, after which this Trading Cycle is considered completed.

3.16. A Trading Cycle takes a certain amount of time to be completed. 
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3.17. The  Private  Market  Maker  cannot  place  Buy  Orders  while  the  Trading  Cycle  is  being
completed.

3.18. Once the Investbox User activates the Private Market Maker license, the first Trading Period
begins, which lasts until 23:59:59 (UTC+0) on the day of activation. The second Trading Period
begins at 00:00:00 (UTC+0) the following day and lasts 14 days. Each subsequent Trading Period
lasts 14 days.

3.19. The Private Market Maker can carry out any number of Trading Cycles within one Trading
Period.

3.20. At the end of each Trading Period,  the entire amount of money available in the Private
Market Maker’s Remuneration Account is automatically transferred to his/her Main Balance.

3.21. In order to implement his/her trading strategy, the Private Market Maker can place Buy
Orders and determine the percentage of the order displayed on the order board.

3.22. When placing a  Sell  Order,  the percentage of the order displayed on the order board is
automatically set, which is always equal to 10% of its real volume. 

3.23. The Private Market Maker can forcibly end the Trading Cycle using the functionality of the
Private Market Maker’s Trading Dashboard.

3.24.  When the Trading Cycle is  forcibly terminated,  all  Buy Orders and Sell  Orders placed
during this Trading Cycle are canceled. Meanwhile: 

 Bitbon units  placed in  Sell  Orders  are  credited to  the Main Balance  of  the Private
Market Maker with a fee of 1% of the total volume of Sell Orders at the time of their
cancellation;

 Money used in Buy Orders are credited to the Private Market Maker’s Trading Account.

4. SINGLE-LEVEL TRADING CYCLE

4.1. The single-level Trading Cycle includes:

 Placement of one or more Buy Orders;
 Partial or full execution of the subsequent Buy Order;
 Automated placement of a corresponding Sell Order, the volume of which is equal to

the number of Bitbon units purchased when executing the Buy Order;
 Full execution of all Sell Orders.

4.2. A single-level  Trading  Cycle  starts  at  the  moment  of  partial  or  full  execution  of  the
corresponding Buy Order during this Trading Cycle.

4.3. For each partial execution of a Buy Order, a separate Sell Order is automatically placed. The
number of Bitbon units in such a Sell Order is equal to the number of Bitbon units purchased upon
partial execution of the Buy Order.
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4.4. In case of full execution of a Buy Order in one Deal, a Sell Order is automatically placed.
The number of Bitbon units in such a Sell Order is equal to the number of Bitbon units purchased
upon execution of the Buy Order.

4.5. For all Sell Orders the placement price is equal to the sell price specified by the Private
Market Maker when placing a Buy Order.

4.6. The price of the Sell Order is set by the Private Market Maker independently and must be at
least 3 USD higher than the purchase price specified in the Buy Order.

4.7. During a single-level Trading Cycle, the Private Market Maker’s remuneration is 10% of the
amount of money involved in a Deal to purchase a specific number of bitbons that were sold as part
of a Deal to sell Bitbon units.

4.8. After full execution of all Sell Orders, all Buy Orders placed during the Trading Cycle are
automatically canceled, after which a single-level Trading Cycle is considered completed.

5. MULTILEVEL TRADING CYCLE

5.1. The multilevel Trading Cycle includes:

 Placement of two or more Buy Orders;
 Partial or full execution of Buy Orders;

 Automated placement of a corresponding Sell Order, the volume of which is equal to
the number of Bitbon units purchased when executing Buy Orders;

 Full execution of the Sell Order.

5.2. The multilevel Trading Cycle starts when the second Buy Order is partially or fully executed
during the Trading Cycle. In this case, all Sell Orders placed during the single-level Trading Cycle
are deleted, and one common Sell Order is placed. The number of bitbons in the Sell Order is equal
to the number of all Bitbon units purchased during the Trading Cycle.

5.3. For each partial  or full  execution of Buy Orders during a multilevel  Trading Cycle,  the
placed Sell Order is automatically deleted, and a new common Sell Order is automatically placed.
The number of Bitbon units in this Sell Order is equal to the number of all Bitbon units purchased
during this Trading Cycle.

5.4. The price of a Sell Order placed during a multilevel Trading Cycle is set automatically and
is always 2 USD higher than the weighted average purchase price of all  Bitbon units within the
Trading Cycle. 

5.5. During a multilevel Trading Cycle, the Private Market Maker’s remuneration is 5% of the
amount of money involved in Deals for purchase of a specific number of  Bitbon units that were
sold as part of a Deal for the sale of Bitbon units. 

5.6. After  full  execution  of  the  Sell  Order,  all  Buy  Orders  within  the  Trading  Cycle  are
automatically canceled, after which the multilevel Trading Cycle is considered completed. 
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6. ADDITIONAL PROVISIONS

6.1. The Company strives to keep the Bit Trade service up and running. Performing the Private
Market Maker’s activities, the Investbox User agrees that the Bit Trade operation may suffer from
occasional  technical  failures,  which  may  lead  to  a  temporary  limitation  of  the  Bit  Trade
functionality in general or in any part. 

6.2. The Company shall not be liable for technical failures in the Bit Trade operation, as well as
for the Private Market Maker’s actions committed by him/her as a result of misunderstanding and/or
misinterpretation of these Terms and Conditions.

6.3. Remuneration  that  has  not  been credited  to  the  Private  Market  Maker  due  to  technical
failures in the Bit Trade service is not subject to recrediting and/or compensation. 

6.4. The Investbox User shall be solely responsible for understanding and complying with any
laws, regulations and other mandatory provisions of the country, the jurisdiction of which he/she
falls within, which may apply to him/her due to his/her activities as a Private Market Maker. 

6.5. The Investbox User shall be solely responsible for possible risks, including financial risks
arising out of use of the functionality of the Private Market Maker’s dashboard,  as well  as for
compliance with the current legislation of the country, the jurisdiction of which he/she falls within,
which may apply to him/her due to the acceptance of these Terms and Conditions and performing
activities as a Private Market Maker.

6.6. If the Company detects fictitious activities, any manipulations or other fraudulent activities
on the part of the Investbox User as a Private Market Maker, the Company reserves the right to
revoke or suspend the Private Market Maker license without prior notice as well as restrict or block
access to the Bit Trade account.

6.7. If a Private Market Maker has any questions regarding these Terms and Conditions, he/she
can contact the Customer Support on the official Company’s website.

6.8. The Russian  version  of  these  Terms and Conditions  is  the  official  one.  The Terms and
Conditions have been translated into other languages for convenience only.

6.9. In case of any differences between various forms (written, printed, electronic, etc.) of these
Terms and Conditions, the electronic version currently available on the official Company’s website
is the official one.

6.10. The Investbox User should not purchase a Private Market Maker IB package if he/she does
not accept these Terms and Conditions in whole or in any part. Purchasing a Private Market Maker
IB package means that the Investbox User accepts these Terms and Conditions.
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